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	Prepared and submitted by: Jessica Johnston ESL Resource Faculty / jjohnsto@yccd.edu 
	Program Data Overview: Male/Female Student Ratios: One thing I noticed when looking at the program data is that the ESL program has consistently had more female students than male students at all sites. For the most part, the percentage of male students in our program has steadily dropped the last few years, going from 37% at WCC in 2012-13 to 27% in 2016-17. The trend for a female majority in ESL is much stronger than the college in general. In 2016-17, the college had a ratio of 40% male to 59% female while the ESL department had a ratio or 27% male to 73% female. Not only is this statistic grossly different than the college, but it also does not reflect the demographics in the city of Woodland. According to “http://www.city-data.com/city/Woodland-California.html” the male to female ration in Woodland, CA is roughly 50/50 with 48% male to 51% female. So, if there are roughly the same amount of males and females in Woodland, why then is there a significant lack of male students in our ESL classes? Could it be that male students are unable to attend classes due to work obligations. Do we need to do more outreach to target that population? Do we need to offer classes at a different time of the day? This is an area where we need to improve. Student Income Status: Another statistic to notice is the income status of our students in the ESL program. 41% of our students are low income. This is nearly half of our student population. What this shows is that measures need to be in place to support these students. Most of our students take our classes as noncredit. However, there aren’t many students services in place to support these students financially since they don’t receive financial aid and don’t qualify for  many campus programs. Although noncredit students pay less for registration and student fees, there are still things that they must pay for in order to attend, such as parking passes, books, and materials. For students who may be financially insecure, these costs may be a barrier for them to take classes. The program needs to build in support for these students. For example, a commitment to low or zero cost materials should be a priority. Money should be spent to purchase books and provide noncredit students with free bus passes and free or discounted parking passes. Student Demographics:  Another thing that can be noted about the data is our student demographics. According to tostatisticalatlas.com, the population of the city of Woodland is 47% Hispanic. Back in 2012-13, the ESL program was 55% Hispanic. However, this number has dropped to 37% in the 2016-17 year. Why, if we are a Hispanic serving institution, is our Hispanic population decreasing? Is our program somehow not serving that population or are students from other groups joining and shifting the demographics? What can we do to improve the service that we provide to our Hispanic population? This is something that needs to be researched and addressed in the coming year. Program Stagnation: Another thing that is shown in the data is that our program shrank from 2012-13 and has not increased since then. The number of sections fell from 40 to 26. It’s clear that the lack of governance since the retirement of the last full time instructor negatively impacted the program. There’s a need in the community for ESL courses. The hiring of the AEBG ESL Resource Faculty was the first step to rebuilding the program and create a thriving ESL department. 
	Curriculum Overview: The ESL curriculum at Woodland Community College is outdated and is in critical need of an entire overhaul. It’s been over five years since the last full time faculty retired, leaving the department orphaned. This lack of guidance and oversight has left our curriculum to fall behind. Our current course sequences are confusing, and there is no clear pathway for students to move from ESL into other departments. What’s more is that 14 of our 19 courses on record are in need of revision as Per Title 5 & WCC Course Revision Policy.  The solution is not as simple as revising existing courses. There are a number of courses that need to be inactivated due to their outdated pedagogical stances. New courses need to be created and added, and the few remaining existing courses need to be extensively  revised.  There are several factors that also weigh in to help determine in exactly which direction curricular revisions go. First is the  Adult Ed Block Grant. One goal of this grant is for community colleges to work with adult ed in the community to collaborate and coordinate offerings. A 2015 Adult Education Regional Planning report stated a list of goals related to AB 86, one being to develop “close collaboration at the regional level that results in seamless pathways for students between adult education programs and into college or the workforce.”  Much of our curriculum is duplicate in level to the ESL courses offered at Woodland Adult Education. If fact, in the last three years, we have only consistently been offering 5 courses, 4 of which duplicate adult ed. Therefore, there is significant need to collaborate with the local adult schools to make sure our curriculum aligns with theirs and doesn’t duplicate it.  A second factor that will influence curricular revisions relates to the recent passing of AB705, which stipulates that community colleges get credit ESL students college ready in 3 years. Most of the courses we have been offering are levels 1-4 of our integrated skills courses. What this means is that we are mainly only offering beginning - intermediate levels of ESL, which leaves a huge gap between what we offer in ESL and the lowest levels of composition in the English department. As our curriculum stands currently, there is no clear pathway for our students to go from ESL into English, and certainly not in three years. The new ESL curriculum needs to have a clear pathway into college English. I will also argue that our reading and writing classes will need to include accelerated curriculum and strategies in order to promote student success and retention.  
	Technology Equipment and Facilities: We are lucky at Woodland Community College to have new classrooms with nice desks, projectors, ELMOs and Computers. This really does make the difference in being able to offer top notch instruction and services to our students.   It would be very useful to have an ESL lab for students and ESL classes. It would allow us to include a computer component in all of our classes to help get students ready for the technical demands of college courses.  I also think it would be beneficial to look into purchasing software that can be used with English language learners to help develop their language and computer skills. For example, Yuba college has Kurzweil software which is an assistive learning technology that can be helpful for language learners. 
	Academic Support Services and Library Resources: The library does offer a collection of resources and books for ESL students. They also offer workshops for students which are very helpful. However, the library doesn’t have weekend hours, which makes it difficult for our weekend students who work during the day and can’t come during normal hours. Offering weekend hours would provide our students with access to texts, study spaces, and also computers, which is very important.  This also goes for student services. Many of our working students struggle to access student services during their operating hours. Even expanding open hours on one day a week would be very helpful for our students.   
	Staffing and Professional Development:  Given the current changes coming from AEBG and AB705, it is crucial that all faculty members have opportunities and support to attend professional development. Several of our ESL faculty members attended the annual CATESOL conference. It's important that future professional development opportunities be provided to all faculty.  It is very likely that our new ESL program will include accelerated methods and pedagogy, so it will be very important that ESL faculty are able to get trained in this. There is an upcoming acceleration conference in the spring that I believe all of our ESL faculty should attend.   Also, funds should continued to be alloted for ESL faculty to have monthly meetings. These meetings provide us with the opportunity to continue to share ideas, discuss important ESL pedagogy, and improve the service we provide to our students. There is currently no ESL specific orientation activity on campus. However, I have been working with Sonia Ortiz-Mercado and Mariela Guzman-Aguilar to plan one for the spring semester. This will be a great activity to bring in new students and help connect current students with the campus. Funds should be set aside to compensate part-time faculty who help out at this important event.  
	Program: ESL Program 
	Recommendation01: Curricular Renovation: The current ESL Curriculum needs to be revised and redesigned. 
	Rationale01: The most obvious reason for curricular renovation is the fact that more than half of our classes are about to be outdated as per title 5 and need to be revised. However, there are many more factors which can be pointed to which support serious curricular changes.       There is no clear pathway for students to go from our lower levels to our highest ESL class. On record, there are a couple courses in the middle; however, they have not been consistently offered. It’s also not clear what they build from or what they build toward. When talking with instructors, they don’t seem clear on exactly what should happen at each of our levels. This stems from outdated course outlines that don’t clearly distinguish what should happen at each level.     Furthermore, Assembly Bill 705 dictates that credit ESL program should get their credit students college ready within three years. Currently, we do not have curriculum in place which can accomplish this task. 
	other01: 
	Goals: Given the current state of curricular disarray that the ESL program is in, we have a number of goals to accomplish this next year to help get the program back on track.  First and foremost is the curriculum project. Our curriculum needs to be completely renovated and revised. Our goal is to have new and revised courses submitted to the curriculum committee by early spring. The new curriculum will include accelerated models of instruction and will prepare students for academic and vocational pathways.  A second goal is to grow support services and campus activities for our ESL student population across all three sites. This will include growing and developing such things as conversation hours, clubs, an ESL specific orientation as well as expanding the hours of operation for current services. Counseling and library services need to become available to weekend and evening students who can’t come during regular hours due to work schedules.  A third goal is, the WCC faculty needs to work extensively with Woodland Adult Ed to collaborate and align curriculum.  Finally, outreach needs to be vastly increased so that the community becomes aware of what we have to offer.  
	Action01: I started this project by doing a lot of research. I have visited several schools to learn about their ESL programs and get ideas. My next step is to draft a proposal and start working on new curriculum. 
	Responsible01: Jessica Johnston and Administration 
	Timeline01: I plan to start working on new CORs by December.
	Recommendation02: Extensive Outreach in order to bring in new students 
	Rationale02:  Enrollment numbers in ESL have been low for a while. This can partly be attributed to a lack of program governance and subsequent lack of outreach for the program. Unfortunately, a consequence of this is that many of our classes are under enrolled and we also have chronic course cancellation issues in our program which hurts our reputation in the community. In the last three years, 11% of the courses that we offered were canceled due to low enrollment. 
	other02: 
	Action02: Flyers need to go up around town, more community leaders identified, partnerships formed,  and presentations given. We also need to find ways that we can advertise in the community. We are planning an ESL matriculation day which will help to bring more students into the program as well as plug new and current students into support services on campus. 
	Timeline02: Starts now 
	Recommendation03: We need to hire a permanent full-time ESL faculty member 
	Rationale03:  In the years following the retirement of the last full time faculty, the ESL program suffered. Courses grew outdated with with no one to update them,  and in general, the program as a whole suffered from lack of oversight and leadership. Classes have consistently been canceled due to low enrollment. A positive step in reinvigorating the program was the hire of an ESL Resource Faculty Member on a year-long temporary contract to work on curriculum and program renovation. However, once this project is completed, there will be a need for someone to oversee the program and continue to grow it. If the program once again finds itself without a full-time faculty, the money spent on revising the program may be somewhat wasted.  
	other03: 
	Action03: A request should be made to open a permanent position in the ESL department to assure that the program has consistent guidance and leadership. Once a position is approved, a job announcement should be put out and a candidate should be hired. 
	Responsible03: College Administration 
	Timeline03: Hire for Fall 2018 
	Recommendation04: Weekend and evening Student Services: There need to be services such as admissions and records and counseling available for the weekend and evening students. 
	Rationale04: Many of the weekend and evening students take classes at such times because they can't come during the day. There was a student this semester who was having a hard time getting registered for a class because he worked, and could not make it to student services during the hours of operation. Taking time off work can create a financial loss for students. Even if student services were available until 7:30 one day out of the week, this could be very helpful, especially at the beginning of the semester. 
	other04: 
	Action04: Student services should work to provide extended hours to night students at least one day of the week and also to weekend students for a few hours at least every other week. 
	Responsible04: Administration and Student Services 
	Timeline04: Spring 2018 
	Cost04: 
	Cost01: 
	Priority01: [High]
	Responsible02: Jessica Johnston and Student Services 
	Cost02: 
	Priority02: [High]
	Cost03: 
	Priority03: [High]
	Priority04: [Medium]
	Recommendation05: We need to make an effort to reduce materials costs for students by using open source materials, instructor created materials, or by purchasing text sets. 
	Rationale05: In the program, we have many low-income students. Purchasing an expensive textbook can be a big barrier for them and may even prevent some students from taking a course. Providing students with courses that don't have high material costs will support our students and help to make our program more accessible to the community. 
	other05: 
	Action05: The best ways to reduce the cost of materials for students need to be researched and built in to the new curriculum. 
	Responsible05: Jessica Johnston 
	Timeline05: 
	Cost05: 
	Priority05: [Medium]
	Recommendation06:  Continue Monthly Faculty Meetings and Continue Professional Development for Part-time faculty
	Rationale06: This semester we started holding monthly ESL faculty meetings as a way to create more collaboration in our department, talk about important and relevant issues related to the teaching of English, and improve the services we provide to our students. This activity is very important and must continue. Already, we've been able to share great ideas discuss about important issues facing ESL. Funding needs to continue for this activity.  Furthermore, with the passing of AB 705, ESL faculty will need to be trained in acceleration, which is the direction the department is going in with curriculum. Funding needs to be provided for faculty to attend the 2nd annual acceleration conference happening in March. 
	other06: 
	Action06: We will continue to hold ESL faculty meetings. I will also look for funding and see which faculty can attend the acceleration conference. 
	Responsible06: ESL faculty and budget managers
	Timeline06: 
	Cost06: 
	Priority06: [Medium]
	Recommendation07:  Improve Placement procedures 
	Rationale07: Currently, there are no clear placement procedures for ESL students here at Woodland Community College. We use Accuplacer; however, students aren't required to take it by Admissions and Records and can self place if they want to. This lack of clear procedure may result in students who have been placed (or self-placed) into the wrong level. Therefore, it's important that a clear placement procedure be implemented for ESL. This, however, doesn't have to mean strict adherence to Accuplacer. The passing of AB705 brings with it a push for multiple measures. Therefore, the ESL Resource Faculty needs to research and create a new placement method keeping in mind AB705 and multiple measures for ESL.    
	other07: 
	Action07: Following recommendations from Cuyamaca college, a college leading the way in accelerated pedagogy, the ESL department is going to develop and test out a guided self-placement and writing sample to be used for ESL placement. This new assessment method will be tested out at the ESL matriculation day in January. 
	Responsible07: Jessica Johnston and Student Services 
	Timeline07: Spring 2018 
	Cost07: 
	Priority07: [Medium]
	Recommendation08: Campus Activities and Support for Colusa and Lake 
	Rationale08: This semester at the main campus, we have been hosting a conversation hour for ESL students. It has been a great place for students to get connected with the campus community, meet new people, and practice their listening and speaking skills. The ESL faculty member at Lake County Campus expressed to me a need for something similar at our Lake County Campus. We need to develop activities designed to support our ESL population at all of our sites. 
	other08: 
	Action08: Funding needs to be provided to pay the part-time ESL faculty at the Lake County Campus a stipend to create and carry out a weekly or bimonthly campus activity for English language learners. 
	Responsible08: Jessica Johnston, budget managers, lake faculty. 
	Timeline08: Spring 2018 
	Cost08: 
	Priority08: [Low]
	Recommendation09: 
	Rationale09: 
	other09: 
	Action09: 
	Responsible09: 
	Timeline09: 
	Cost09: 
	Priority09: [Select:]
	Recommendation10: 
	Rationale10: 
	other10: 
	Action10: 
	Responsible10: 
	Timeline10: 
	Cost10: 
	Priority10: [Select:]
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	Scheduling Overview: We currently schedule most of our ESL courses in the evening and on Saturdays. Our evening program has shrunk from what it was in the past. We use to offer more levels at night, but this semester we only offered 2 of 4. We don’t offer many courses in the morning, though it would be a good time for many community members.  At the Lake County Campus, they currently offer two sections each semester. However, they have students at more than two levels, so the classes end up being multilevel courses. We need to grow the program in lake, so we can offer a course at each level.  
	Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview: Without solid data, it's difficult to draw substantial and accurate conclusions. In the last two and a half years,  only 8 results were input into TracDat. This number is significantly less than in the past. From fall 2012 to fall 2014, 21 results were recorded. This number is still significantly lower than the number of courses that have been offered during those semesters, which means we only have a fraction of the data we could have. Moreover, our core courses have  even less data. In the past several years, we have been mainly offering our four levels of integrated skills. However, since spring 2015, only four results have been entered for all of these courses.  One explanation for this lack of SLO results could be the lack of oversight by a full-time faculty member. The ESL program has been orphaned since George Galamba retired a number of years ago. With no one to train part-time faculty in how to use TracDat or to even let them know that this needs to be done, faculty haven't been inputting their SLO data.  Furthermore, of the SLOs that have been input recently, it's not stated which students are credit and which students are noncredit. It's important to be able to track our different student populations. We need to develop clear procedures so that we can easily and effectively track our students.   In the future, the ESL department needs to establish a clear routine for making sure that we are collecting SLO data each semester. Part-time faculty need to be given information and training, so they can successfully  input the SLOs. This is something that the department will be working on in the future.  At this point in time, I'm hesitant to draw any conclusions on the data that we do have since it's so far and few between. I'm afraid it wouldn't provide any useful insight into the current state of the program and the success or lack thereof of our students.   
	HasCost10: Off


